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PREFACE
This is the final report for the CERTS Microgrid Demonstration with Large-Scale Energy
Storage and Renewables at Santa Rita Jail project, Cooperative Agreement Number DE-FC2608NT02872, conducted by Chevron Energy Solutions Company, a Division of Chevron U.S.A.
Inc. The information from this project contributes to Energy Research and Development
Division’s CFDA Number 81.122 Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability, Research,
Development and Analysis Program.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this report is to review the scope, methods, and major findings from the CERTS
Microgrid Demonstration with Large-Scale Energy Storage and Renewables at Santa Rita Jail
project. The main scope of this project was to demonstrate the commercial viability of a CERTS
microgrid. A microgrid was achieved at the facility by integrating in the ability to island from
the utility and resynchronizing back to it automatically. A large-scale energy storage system is
used to support the facility during islanding events. During normal operation, when the facility
is connected to the grid, the energy storage system has the added benefit of saving the facility
money by buying and storing energy at off-peak hours and using the energy during peak hours.
As an added benefit, the energy storage system serves to help relieve the strain on the utility’s
distribution feeder. The Santa Rita Jail Microgrid serves as a demonstration that a CERTS
microgrid is possible.
Keywords: microgrid, energy storage, renewable, smart grid, distributed generation,
distributed resources, islanding, CERTS
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report documents the technical and scientific findings from the Consortium for Electrical
Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) Microgrid Demonstration with Large-Scale Energy
Storage and Renewables at Santa Rita Jail project. This project was a demonstration of a CERTS
Microgrid. What distinguishes a CERTS Microgrid is its presentation to the rest of the
distribution grid as a self-controlled entity; a CERTS Microgrid is indistinguishable to the utility
from other facilities that do not include distributed energy resources. A significant benefit of a
CERTS Microgrid is that it can meet its functional goals without the use of extensive custom
engineering. A CERTS Microgrid is intended to offer its functionalities at lower costs than
traditional approaches by eliminating the need for costly, high-speed control systems and by
incorporating off-the-shelf components rather than custom made, one-off products. Microgrids
without CERTS capabilities often have to invest significant costs into complex control systems
and custom hardware in order to achieve the same performance as a CERTS microgrid. Since
this CERTS microgrid project was the first of its type and scale, some of the major components
were in fact custom designed to meet specific site and Utility requirements; however, the project
proved that commercial CERTS Microgrids can be equipment agnostic just by following the
CERTS protocol. The site of Santa Rita Jail (Figure 1) was selected due to its preexisting
renewables, susceptibility to utility power quality events, and potential for utility rate
arbitration. Led by Chevron Energy Solutions (CES), a team of researchers and contractors
worked together to design, construct, and commission the microgrid. This project delivers a
CERTS microgrid that is able to island from the utility and resynchronize back to the grid
automatically. To achieve this capability, a very fast static disconnect switch (SDS) was installed
at the facility’s point of common coupling. The facility is able to maintain power in island mode
by dispatching power from its 2-MW, 4-MWh energy storage system. During normal operation,
i.e., not islanded from the grid, the energy storage system is programmed to charge and store
during lower utility rate hours and to discharge its energy during high utility rate hours. By
doing so, the facility is able to save money on utility charges. The benefit to the utility is that the
loading on its distribution feeder is reduced during peak operation time which serves to extend
the operational life of the equipment. The Santa Rita Jail Microgrid project serves as proof to
the feasibility, operability, and benefits of a CERTS Microgrid in a real-world application.
Figure 1: Alameda County Santa Rita Jail

Photo Credit: Chevron Energy Solutions
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CHAPTER 1:
Project Background
1.1 SRJ Existing
Rapid energy demand growth in California is outstripping the capacity of the state’s energy
infrastructure. Population growth is a major factor driving the energy demand growth. A
second major factor is the attendant commercial expansion that accompanies that population
growth. California’s current population of 35 million is expected to grow by 71% to over 60
million by the year 2050. [1] This increase of over 25 million Californians will tax the current
energy infrastructure to the breaking point. The problem is not a distant 43 years in the future −
a 2005 report indicates that during the next ten years the western region of North America will
fall short in bringing new energy capacity on line by approximately 4,000 megawatts. [2] As the
energy demand in California increases, restrictions on coal-fired and nuclear plants, as well as
environmental concerns surrounding energy exploration, will further constrain the ability to
bring new power on line.
Santa Rita Jail is located in Dublin, California, the fastest growing jurisdiction in Alameda
County. With a 5.4% population growth rate [3], Dublin’s population is growing four times
faster than California as a whole. The San Ramon feeder that serves the Santa Rita Jail has had
an increasing amount of reliability issues. [4] Table 1 summarizes power interruptions between
the years 2002–2006.
Table 1: Santa Rita Jail Distribution Feeder Five-Year Outage History
Date

Minutes Out of Service

12/16/2002

287

10/16/2004

80

10/20/2005

3

12/13/2005

Momentary

01/26/2006

56

01/29/2006

Momentary

03/21/2006

Momentary

03/26/2006

26

09/08/2006

6

10/09/2006

Momentary

Five-Year Total

458
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1.1.1 Insufficient Customer Power Quality and Reliability
Power reliability is extremely important to operations at Santa Rita Jail (SRJ). SRJ’s ultimate goal
is to deliver uninterrupted power for all loads. During a power outage, the jail experiences
approximately 15 seconds of complete downtime before the two 1.2-MW diesel generators are
brought on line. The generators initially supply power to only the most critical life/safety
systems (A Loads) at the facility. After both diesel generators are in service and in stable
operation, some non-critical systems (B Loads) are systematically brought on line. The least
critical loads (C Loads) remain out of service until Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) power is fully
restored. In 2006, Santa Rita Jail experienced three sustained interruptions lasting a total of 88
minutes and three momentary interruptions. SRJ’s longest outage occurred in 2002, lasting over
five hours. [4] SRJ needed a new approach to achieve uninterrupted power supply for all of its
loads.
At Santa Rita Jail, power reliability is essential for the Alameda County Sheriff’s Office to
provide a safe, secure, and humane environment for inmates and staff. According to Santa Rita
Jail Captain Bert Wilkinson:
“With about 4,000 inmates housed in eighteen housing units, it is easy to understand that
any interruption in the electricity potentially puts our deputies in harm’s way. . . When the
lights go out because of a power outage, those few seconds it takes for our emergency
generators to bring the lights back on seems like an eternity to a deputy who is in the process
of moving inmates within the jail.”
In addition, when an outage occurs, the inside air temperature at the jail can rise quickly
because the jail’s central chilled water system is unable to run on generator power. This poses
an additional security risk.
Santa Rita Jail is recognized as one of the most technologically innovative jails in the world. As
such, the numerous electronic systems that the jail relies upon are susceptible to failure if the
electrical distribution system experiences power quality issues. The CERTS microgrid would
resolve power quality problems, such as voltage spikes and sags.

1.1.2 Under-Utilization of Distributed Energy Resources
Alameda County’s Santa Rita Jail is an award-winning leader in the installation of clean,
distributed energy resources (DER). However, Santa Rita Jail’s 1.2-MW photovoltaic (PV)
system and 1-MW ultra-clean fuel cell (Figure 2) have not consistently reduced peak load nor
are available as back-up power sources due to interconnection requirements.
Due to PG&E interconnection requirements, the PV and fuel cell systems are designed to
discontinue generation when power is disrupted. Also, the fuel cell will disconnect if it detects
voltage deviations (spikes or sags) from the grid. When this occurs, the fuel cell requires
eighteen hours to resume full power. During this time, SRJ’s peak load on the distribution
feeder can spike.
4

Figure 2: 1-MW Fuel Cell at Santa Rita Jail

Photo Credit: Chevron Energy Solutions

The PV system at the jail is an intermittent power source that cannot consistently reduce peak
load. Weather changes can dramatically impact the amount of peak power supplied on any
given day. SRJ was in the forefront of PV installation when it installed the nation’s largest
rooftop solar project in 2002 (Figure 3). However, the PV system’s inverters do not meet current
interconnection standards, which precludes SRJ from net metering programs. SRJ’s solar
electricity generation sometimes exceeds local demand resulting in wasted over-generation.
Despite significant investment in distributed resources, SRJ cannot consistently reduce peak
load, limiting benefits to the end user and the distribution system.
Figure 3: Rooftop Solar Photovoltaic Array at Santa Rita Jail

Photo Credit: Alameda County
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1.1.3 Diesel Generator Air Quality Impact
As Alameda County’s largest energy-consuming facility, Santa Rita Jail is under substantial
pressure to minimize its emission of pollutants, especially given its location in one of the
strictest air quality management districts. SRJ’s two large 1.2-MW diesel generators (Figure 4)
can emit significant amounts of toxic air contaminants, criteria pollutants, and greenhouse
gases. Furthermore, unlike many jails, SRJ is located near a heavily populated area, not to
mention the 4,000 inmates and jail staff that could be exposed to pollutants during power
outages. SRJ has had to accept these environmental risks because of its critical need for back-up
power, which until now could only be supplied by polluting diesel generators.
Figure 4: 1.2-MW Diesel Generators at Santa Rita Jail

Photo Credit: Chevron Energy Solutions

1.1.4 Limitations of Centralized Command and Control of Distributed Energy Resources
There are technical difficulties related to the control of a significant number of distributed
energy resources. The current focus on development of fast sensors and complex control from a
central point provides a potential for failure. The fundamental problem with a complex control
system is that failure of a control component or a software error will bring down the entire
system. The SRJ Microgrid project’s approach avoids this complexity by depending on the
autonomous response of each DER unit to events using only local information.

1.1.5 The Solution
The overarching goals of the project were to significantly reduce peak load and improve power
reliability at Santa Rita Jail (see Chapter 3 for the complete list of project objectives and results).
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The project bolsters Santa Rita Jail’s existing distributed energy resources with a CERTS
microgrid combined with large-scale energy storage in order to significantly reduce peak load
and improve customer power reliability with the additional benefit of reducing diesel generator
emissions. Three key enabling technologies comprised the demonstration project:
1. CERTS microgrid
2. Advanced large-scale energy storage
3. Advanced communication and control systems
These technologies will be discussed further in Section 2.2.1.

1.2 Project Development
Chevron Energy Solutions assembled a complete and robust team of partners and advisors, all
of whom are experts in their respective fields. The inclusion of multiple stakeholders
throughout the process was critical for promoting long-term commercial success.

1.2.1 Team and Partners
1.2.1.1 Board of Advisors
The proposed project was supported by the foremost experts in CERTS technology which were
complemented by experienced, well-connected leaders in the distributed energy profession.
Eduardo Alegria, Senior Power Systems Engineer, Chevron Energy Solutions
Eduardo Alegria applies his more than 20 years of power systems research, applications and field
experience to find the most innovative, efficient power conditioning solutions. Before joining
Chevron Energy Solutions, Mr. Alegria worked at Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) as
Manager of the Premium Power Consulting Group. He was responsible for the development of
power conditioning products, services and equipment. While working for PG&E, Mr. Alegria
developed the first commercial application of a 25-kV class static transfer switch.
Joe Eto, Staff Scientist, Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory
Joe Eto’s principal responsibility is management of the Consortium for Electric Reliability
Technology Solutions (CERTS). Mr. Eto has authored over 150 publications on electricity policy,
electricity reliability, demand response, distributed energy resources, utility integrated resource
planning, demand-side management, and building energy-efficiency technologies and markets.
Robert Lasseter, CERTS Technical Lead, University of Wisconsin Emeritus Professor
Professor Lasseter is the technical lead on a multi-million dollar CERTS/CEC project focused on
microgrids. He is a member of CIGRE TF38.01.10 “Modeling New Forms of Generation and
Storage,” and chairman of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Working
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Group on modeling and analysis of distributed resources. In the last five years he has given
over eighty seminars and lectures on distributed generation and microgrids. Professor Lasseter
provided technical oversight to this project.
Janice Lin, Managing Partner, Strategen Consulting
Prior to founding Strategen, Ms. Lin held several senior management positions with
PowerLight Corporation, a leading designer and installer of large-scale grid-connected solar
electric systems and energy efficiency services. These roles included Vice President of Product
Strategy, Vice President of Business Development, and Director of Business Development.
Ms. Lin’s extensive contacts throughout the energy industry were instrumental in bringing the
partner team together and helped secure future support.
1.2.1.2 Project Partners
Listed below are the project partners:









Chevron Energy Solutions (CES)
Alameda County
California Independent System Operator (CAISO)
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E)
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
The University of Wisconsin (UW)
Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS)
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)

The project partner roles are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Project Partner Roles
Partner

Role

Chevron Energy Solutions

Team Lead and General Contractor

Alameda County (Santa Rita Jail)

End Customer and Microgrid Owner

Pacific Gas & Electric

LSE Interconnection & Communication

California Independent System Operator

System Operator: Grid Interoperability Testing &
Market Design

University of Wisconsin, The Wisconsin Alumni
Research Foundation

CERTS License Provider and Technical Oversight

National Renewable Energy Laboratory

Measurement & Verification

Lawrence Berkeley National Lab

Storage Scheduling Optimization
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Chevron Energy Solutions: Team Lead and General Contractor
Role
Chevron Energy Solutions (CES) had the overall responsibility for designing and installing a
complete integrated microgrid/energy storage system. CES was the central focus for
communication and coordination of all the other team members. CES commissioned the
complete system after each of the individual components were commissioned and ready for
service. CES monitored and reported on system performance. All team members were
subcontractors to CES, except for Alameda County, which contracted with CES to engineer,
procure and construct the microgrid system.
Capabilities
Chevron Energy Solutions has 35 years of experience in the energy services industry providing
clients a variety of services from energy audits to bill aggregation and payment. CES employs
over 300 energy professionals including over 100 operations personnel and over 80 degreed
engineers from a multitude of disciplines.
In addition to the degreed and experienced staff, CES is fully accredited as an Energy Services
Provider by the National Association of Energy Service Companies (NAESCO). NAESCO
accreditation recognizes a company’s technical and managerial competence. Accreditation is
granted after careful review by an independent panel of industry experts.
CES is a member in good standing and is participating in the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEEDTM) for existing buildings and new construction initiatives. CES
has a number of LEED-accredited professionals.
The CES team of energy professionals has the experience, technical skills, resources and
determination to be leaders in the emerging microgrid and advanced energy storage markets.
Alameda County: End Customer and Microgrid Owner
Role
Alameda County is the owner of the Microgrid project at its Santa Rita Jail and contracted with
CES for the design and installation of the microgrid equipment. Energy Program Manager Matt
Muniz, P.E., was the project manager, overseeing all aspects of the project for the County and
was the County’s main point of contact. Alameda County provided design review and approval
and coordinated construction and commissioning activities with the operations at the jail
facility.
Capabilities
Santa Rita Jail, a one-million-square-foot facility housing over 4,000 inmates, is the fifth largest
county detention facility in the nation and Alameda County’s largest energy-consuming facility.
Alameda County has a long history of successfully installing cutting-edge renewable and ultraclean onsite generation at its facilities. Currently the County generates 25% of its electricity from
3.1 MW of onsite solar power systems and a 1-MW fuel cell cogeneration plant. These systems
9

include one of the largest rooftop photovoltaic systems in the U.S., two large solar tracking
carports, and California’s first megawatt-class fuel cell cogeneration system. These efforts have
been recognized as a model for other governmental agencies and illustrate Alameda County’s
continuing national leadership role in sustainable local government operations.
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E): Load-Serving Entity Interconnection and
Communication
Role
Pacific Gas and Electric Company specified the requirements for the interconnection of the
Santa Rita Jail microgrid system to their distribution system. PG&E researched and provided an
advanced SCADA system to improve communications and controls and to monitor power
quality. Additionally PG&E provided the communication system to allow the battery to be
dispatched when required by distribution systems operations.
Capabilities
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, incorporated in California in 1905, is one of the largest
combination natural gas and electric utilities in the United States. Based in San Francisco, the
company is a subsidiary of PG&E Corporation. There are approximately 20,000 employees who
carry out PG&E’s primary business – the transmission and delivery of energy. The company
provides natural gas and electric service to approximately 15 million people throughout a
70,000-square-mile service area in northern and central California.
PG&E is routinely recognized for its environmental leadership. PG&E has connected more than
15,000 customer-owned solar energy systems to California’s electric grid, more than any other
utility in the country. PG&E also spearheaded nearly $1 billion in enhanced energy efficiency
programs for its customers from 2006 to 2008 – the largest effort of its kind by a U.S. utility
company.
California Independent System Operator (CAISO): Grid Interoperability Testing and
Market Design
Role
California ISO worked with the project team to demonstrate the value of energy storage
systems and interoperability of microgrids with the system grid. CAISO tested the
communication linkage between their facilities and the test facility.
Capabilities
CAISO’s support of this project greatly improved the ease of interconnection and enabled
market acceptance of microgrids and advanced energy storage. CAISO is a not-for-profit public
benefit corporation charged with managing the flow of electricity along California’s openmarket wholesale power grid. CAISO’s mission is to safeguard the reliable delivery of
electricity and ensure equal access to 25,000 circuit miles of “electron highway.” As the
impartial operator of the wholesale power grid in the state, CAISO conducts a small portion of
10

the bulk power markets. These markets are used to allocate space on the transmission lines,
maintain operating reserves, and match supply with demand in real time.
University of Wisconsin, The Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF): CERTS
License and Technical Oversight Provider
Role
WARF provided the CERTS license to the project. The University of Wisconsin (UW) acted as
the microgrid technical oversight. Emeritus Professor Bob Lasseter and his associates reviewed
the project design and specifications to ensure that the installed system met the project
objectives. Professor Lasseter’s team modeled the microgrid battery system electrical and
controls dynamics and advised the design team of the modeling results.
The Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) was formed in 1999 to
research, develop, and disseminate electric reliability technology solutions in order to protect
and enhance the reliability of the U.S. electric power system under the emerging competitive
electricity market structure. The founding members include four DOE National Labs (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), Sandia National Laboratory (SNL), Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL), and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL); National Science
Foundation’s Power Systems Engineering Research Center; and the Electric Power Group.
Currently, CERTS is conducting public interest research for the DOE Office of Electricity
Delivery and Energy Reliability and the California Energy Commission (CEC) Public Interest
Energy Research program.
Dr. Lasseter and colleagues at the University of Wisconsin provided implementation assistance
for each CERTS component. This included detailed functional specifications and assistance in
understanding and debugging the control algorithm. UW assisted in the development of factory
tests for each CERTS component and, where possible, provided EMTP simulations illustrating
the expected response. The data from the factor tests included time traces of the voltage,
current, frequency, real power and the reactive power during an event.
UW also participated in all design review activities and provided necessary support on the
microgrid system design and assisted in the development of component and system
commissioning tests for each CERTS component and their interaction within the system. UW
provided EMTP simulations where possible to illustrate the expected response during these
tests. UW also assisted in the commissioning and functional tests for the system as a whole.
Capabilities
The University of Wisconsin has one of the world’s top power electronics and distributed
energy centers. Wisconsin Electric Machine and Power Electronic Center (WEMPEC) has over
7,800 square feet of research and teaching laboratory space devoted to electric machines, power
electronics, electric drive systems, power quality, motion control and distributed resources.
WEMPEC Microgrid Emulator is used to design operational and control concepts for multiple
distributed resources. Inverter-based microsources such as a Capstone microturbine, Tecogen’s
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inverter-based ICE-driven generator, and inverter-based renewables and fuel cells are emulated
using 50-hp Allen Bradley inverters with the prime mover plus DC storage emulated using a
700-Vdc power supply. The inverter-based sources are limited to 15 kVA. WEMPEC currently
has one non-inverter-based source. This is a 12.5-kVA diesel-generator set with a wound-field
synchronous machine with modifiable controls.
The microsources generate power at the voltage level of 480V appropriately lowered to the
network voltage by a separate transformer. In series to the microsource there is an inductance to
allow for power transfers. There are two load centers located near the two microsources and
another load electrically installed between the two units: this allows testing of the power
sharing during operation in island mode.
The three-phase passive loads are connected in a Y-configuration, while the cables consisting of
four conductors, three phase lines and a neutral line, run in parallel from one bus to the next,
representing the feeder. Microsources are connected to the local feeder with a transformer in
series to an inductance. The connection is at delta on the source side and at wye on the feeder
side with the center star connected to the neutral wire of the feeder cable. The voltage level of
the feeder is 208V, while the source operates with voltages of 480V. This system has been used
to design and test the CERTS microgrid control and operational concepts.
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL): Measurement & Verification
Role
NREL provided system evaluation and data analysis. NREL worked with team partners to
evaluate the integration of renewable and distributed energy systems into the electrical
distribution system. This included the evaluation of distributed resource integration design in
conformance to appropriate interconnection and interoperability standards, determination of
operational performance requirements, evaluation of the benefits of the system including
expected peak load reduction and the ability to improve reliability, and conduct economic
evaluations of the system. NREL also worked with team partners to evaluate and conduct
analysis on the integration of renewable and distributed energy systems into the electrical
distribution system. This included comparing the measured system performance data to models
and simulation as well as helping to independently verify system operation and performance.
NREL delivered annual reports on NREL activities including system evaluation and system
performance verification.
Capabilities
NREL is the nation’s primary laboratory for renewable energy and energy efficiency research &
development (R&D). NREL’s broad areas of expertise include:
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Renewable electricity – solar, wind, biomass, geothermal



Renewable fuels – biomass, hydrogen



Integrated energy system engineering and testing – buildings, electric systems and
transportation infrastructures



Strategic development and analysis – economic, financial, and market analysis, planning
and portfolio prioritization

NREL provided system evaluation and data analysis to the project, and provided expertise in
distributed PV resources, energy storage, and distribution system configurations, communications, and control. Electric infrastructure systems R&D at NREL is focused on distributed
energy testing and certification, interconnection standards and codes, interconnection and
control technologies, energy management and grid support applications, and distributed
energy regulatory and institutional issues. These research areas support NREL’s Distributed
Energy and Electric Reliability Program. NREL’s energy management and grid support
activities investigate technologies and methods that enable distributed energy resources to
make full-value contributions to the electric grid.
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL): Scheduling Optimization
Role
LBNL analyzed the microgrid at the Santa Rita Jail facility and determined the optimal
economic operation of the various distributed generation resources. The Lab built a Distributed
Energy Resources Customer Adoption Model (DER-CAM) representation of the jail’s multiple
generation assets (PV, fuel cell, and backup generators) and efficiency options (alternative
tariffs, optimal scheduling, load shedding, etc.), and established an optimal operating schedule
for all resources including the battery flow.
Capabilities
LBNL has completed a considerable body of work analyzing on-site generation potential of
commercial buildings, especially in hot climates where absorption cooling is the most
economically attractive heat sink. This work has led to the development of the DER-CAM,
which finds optimal combinations of equipment to install and optimal operating schedules for
them, as well as multiple studies of actual systems. DER-CAM is copyrighted to the Lab and is
licensed to several other research institutions. Under existing DOE contracts, development of
capabilities relevant to this project are ongoing, particularly related to optimal storage operation
and valuation of the incremental reliability and power quality capabilities that the DER-CAM
provides. No other comparable capabilities are known to these researchers.

1.2.2 Funding Sources
U.S. Department of Energy funding for the CERTS Microgrid Demonstration with Large-Scale
Energy Storage and Renewables at Santa Rita Jail was provided under Cooperative Agreement
Number DE-FC26-08NT02872.
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CHAPTER 2:
Project Description
2.1 Project Scope
Prior to the Microgrid project, the Santa Rita Jail facility was susceptible to momentary utility
outages and power quality events. Maintaining power free of momentary or sustained outages
is critical to the safety of the officers, staff and inmates. To prevent sustained outages, diesel
generators were available to power essential facility loads. However, the diesel generators
relied on a load-shed system and required approximately 15 seconds to start, during which the
facility had no power.
Additionally, the solar photovoltaic and fuel cell systems were unable to operate in parallel
with the diesel generators. This was due to a couple of reasons. One, it is challenging for the
system to maintain proper microgrid system voltage and frequency within operational limits
during transitions to the back-up diesel generators. Secondly, the diesel generator frequency
itself is not as stable as the grid and may trigger anti-islanding functions on PV or fuel cell
inverters to trip the equipment offline. This is a disadvantage from an economic and environmental perspective because the clean, renewable sources were not being utilized during island
conditions. Once utility power was restored, the fuel cell would take approximately 18 hours to
restart, resulting in increased demand and energy charges on the utility bill. The solar
photovoltaic and fuel cell operations also were impacted by utility power quality events such as
voltage sags [5] [6]. These impacts related to utility issues were resolved with incorporation of a
fast static disconnect switch (SDS), which enabled autonomous operation and seamless
islanding of the jail.
The jail’s ability to autonomously island was key to providing the highest system reliability.
Due to the practical limitations of matching the existing generation and load for a successful
island transition, advanced energy storage (battery) was utilized to stabilize system voltage and
frequency during transient conditions. Using CERTS Microgrid protocol helped simplify the
integration of the battery and SDS with existing on-site resources. The “plug-and-play” nature
of the CERTS protocol gives CERTS-based sources (diesel generators and battery) the ability to
interconnect with each other without the need for a customized supervisory generator control
system.
In addition to the battery providing system reliability and stability, it is also used to optimize
on-site generation to decrease the total cost of energy purchased from the utility. The current
utility tariff schedule has time-of-use rates under which energy consumption and maximum
power demand vary based on time of day and season. The battery stores energy purchased
during less-expensive off-peak periods to be utilized during peak periods. The SRJ Microgrid
single-line diagram is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Santa Rita Jail Microgrid Single Line Diagram
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2.2 Project Implementation
2.2.1 Design
One of the objectives of the CERTS Microgrid concept was to reduce microgrid system cost and
increase reliability. This includes plug-and-play functionality without communications. Plugand-play concepts reduce engineering cost and errors since little site modification is required
for different applications. Each CERTS device regulates voltage and frequency both grid
connected and while islanded. These key concepts have been demonstrated at the American
Electrical Power Microgrid Test Facility. This includes transient events such as seamless
separation and automatic re-synchronizing with the grid, Class I level power quality during
utility faults, large unbalanced loading, and stable operation during major events. [7] The
CERTS concept has three critical components: the static disconnect switch, the microsources,
and loads. The static disconnect switch has the ability to island the microgrid autonomously for
disturbances such as faults, IEEE 1547 events, or power quality events. Following islanding, the
reconnection of the microgrid is achieved autonomously after the tripping event is no longer
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present. Resynchronizing to the utility uses the frequency difference created by the islanding
event. [8]
Each CERTS-controlled source seamlessly balances the power on the islanded microgrid using a
power vs. frequency droop controller. In this project the battery storage system and the backup
diesel generators have the CERTS frequency and voltage control. The fuel cell and the
photovoltaic inverters run in a power mode and do not track load, control voltage or frequency.
For example, if the load increases while in island operation, the storage system will provide the
extra power instantaneously and increase the operational frequency. At maximum output the
frequency controls are designed to drop no more than 1%. If there is inadequate energy to meet
the load, the frequency will drop below the normal operating range, signaling the non-critical
loads to shed. The coordination between sources and loads is through frequency.
The storage inverters and the diesel generators not only control the voltage but they also ensure
that there are no large circulating reactive currents between units. With small errors in voltage
set points, the circulating current can exceed the ratings of the units. This situation requires a
voltage vs. reactive power droop controller so that, as the reactive power, Q, generated by the
unit becomes more capacitive, the local voltage set point is reduced. Conversely, as Q becomes
more inductive, the voltage setpoint is increased. At Santa Rita Jail this droop is 5%. In addition
to the system voltage stability demonstrated at the American Electric Power (AEP) microgrid
test site, extensive analysis indicates that the microgrid’s stability is independent of the number
of CERTS devices in a microgrid. [9] Theoretically the system would remain stable with an
infinite number of CERTS units.
CERTS Microgrid controls do not rely on a “master” controller or source. Each source is
connected in a peer-to-peer fashion with a localized control scheme implemented for each
component. This arrangement increases the reliability of the system in comparison to having a
master-slave or centralized control scheme. In the case of master-slave controller architecture,
the failure of the master controller could compromise the operation of the whole system. Santa
Rita Jail uses a central communication system to dispatch storage set points, voltage and power
as needed to control the state of charge. However, this communication network is not used for
the dynamic operation of the Microgrid. This plug-and-play approach allows for expansion of
the Microgrid to meet the requirements of the site without extensive re-engineering. Plug-andplay implies that a unit can be placed at any point on the electrical system without reengineering the controls, thereby reducing the chance for engineering errors.
The key considerations for the Microgrid system design were meeting the criteria for operation
under the CERTS protocol and integrating with the existing infrastructure.
Figure 6 provides an illustration of the Santa Rita Jail’s Microgrid components.
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Figure 6: Santa Rita Jail Microgrid Components

Source: Chevron Energy Solutions

2.2.1.1 Battery
The battery technology selected for this project was a 2-MW, 4-MWh Lithium Iron Phosphate
(LiFePO4) battery (Figure 7). This is a type of lithium ion battery that uses LiFePO4 as a cathode
material. Several battery technologies were compared during the design process. Some of the
highly weighted selection criteria included round trip efficiency, cycle life, maximum
temperature rating, safety, environmental considerations, and maintenance requirements.
Compared with other lithium-ion battery chemistries, the LiFePO4 battery offers improved
safety because of the thermal and chemical stability exhibited by the technology. The tradeoff is
a slightly lower energy density than other lithium ion chemistries. The specified AC-AC round
trip efficiency was 85% while the actual measured AC-AC round trip efficiency is 88%.
The energy stored in the battery is used for either tariff-based rate arbitrage or power quality
and reliability. When grid connected, the battery charges or discharges as dictated by the
Distributed Energy Resource Management System (DERMS) in order to maximize the economic
benefit of the battery. The rate arbitrage scheme is based on the utility tariff structure and not on
real-time pricing. During a grid disturbance or outage, the energy in the battery is used to
continuously supply high quality power to the on-site loads.
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Figure 7: Container with 500 kW of Lithium-Iron Phosphate Batteries

Photo Credit: Chevron Energy Solutions

The battery was sized at 2 MW, 2.5 MVA to be able to serve the facility demand, which peaks at
2.8 MW, 2 MVARs in the summer afternoons. This would allow the facility to island from the
utility grid when the fuel cell or part of the PV system are on line, but may require load
shedding in the unlikely event that all PV inverters and the fuel cell are off line.
The 4-MWh storage capacity was sized such that on a typical summer day the battery, fuel cell
and solar photovoltaics could serve all of the facility peak-period energy usage. 80% of storage
capacity is used for rate arbitrage, reducing the facility peak load. The remaining 20% is
reserved for power quality events when the system transitions from grid connected to island
operation. This provides enough energy to maintain the system until the diesel generator starts,
if required. The battery has an upper and lower state-of-charge limitation of 90% and 10%
respectively during grid-connected operations to maintain the reserve for power quality. To
ensure reliability during island operation, a new load and generation management system was
installed to control the shedding and adding of load and generation sources (i.e., PV generation
or fuel cell) in order to prevent the battery from reaching a full charge or discharge state and
shutting down.
2.2.1.2 Power Conversion System
A CERTS-compliant power conversion system (PCS) was required to interface the battery with
the Microgrid and utility source (Figure 8). The installed PCS is rated 2 MW, 2.5 MVA,
consisting of four DC-to-DC converters that interface with each of the four 500-kW, 1-MWh
battery enclosures. Each of the battery enclosures is independent and capable of operating if
any or all of the other three containers are shut down. There are two DC-to-AC inverters that
interface with two DC-to-DC converters, each through a common DC link bus. This system
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architecture makes the system highly flexible, allowing for proper maintainability and testing.
The PCS was sized such that it could supply some, but not all of the facility’s reactive power
needs. This is discussed further in section 2.2.1.3 Capacitor Bank.
Figure 8: Power Conversion System at Santa Rita Jail

Photo Credit: Chevron Energy Solutions

When grid-connected, the DERMS dispatches charge or discharge signals to the PCS to provide
the highest level of economic benefit to the jail. To change the rate of power charge or discharge,
the PCS responds to “raise speed” or “lower speed” signals, similar to those used in
frequency/load control of traditional generation units. The PCS frequency droop curve moves
up or down, without changing its slope, thus changing the rate of power charge or discharge of
the battery. Similarly the reactive power flow is controlled with the voltage droop curve.
During the transition from grid-connected to island, the PCS remains connected, operating as a
voltage source, even if the voltage and/or frequency are outside normal operation limits. The
transient recovery voltage period is typically within one cycle, but may last several cycles
depending on the circumstances of the islanding process. During this time, the PCS is
constrained only by its internal current and power limiting functions.
When the Microgrid is islanded, the CERTS algorithm programmed in the PCS determines the
appropriate battery charge and discharge levels within the range established by the frequency
and voltage droop curves of the PCS. [10]
During passive synchronization with the utility, the PCS is required to remain on line even with
a wider Delta V and Delta F synchronization window than traditionally used.
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2.2.1.3 Capacitor Bank
The jail has high reactive power demands due to large rotating loads. This large reactive
demand coupled with the on-site renewable sources operating near unity power factor led to a
low power factor at the utility point of common coupling. Reactive power compensation would
be needed in order to avoid low power factor penalties on utility billing. More importantly,
according to a dynamic analysis study, the Microgrid would not be able to island successfully
without another reactive power source supplying the rotating equipment. An economic analysis
revealed that a capacitor bank was the preferred alternative for supplying the reactive power
needs compared to increasing the PCS MVA rating. A 900-kVAR capacitor bank was installed to
provide the remaining reactive power to allow the Microgrid to island and to improve the
power factor at the utility point of common coupling.
2.2.1.4 Static Disconnect Switch
A static disconnect switch (SDS) was installed between the utility and Microgrid to allow for
very fast islanding and autonomous operation of the Microgrid (Figure 9). There are voltage
and current transformers on the line and load sides of the SDS to constantly detect the voltage
and frequency of both the utility and Microgrid systems. These measurements allow the system
to island during power failures or power quality events exhibited by the utility. The SDS
operates within a quarter cycle on the order of 4 to 10 milliseconds. Disconnection and islanding
from the utility are fast enough that any utility events go undetected by the inverter sources in
the Microgrid.
Figure 9: Santa Rita Jail Static Disconnect Switch at Utility Point of Common Coupling

Photo Credit: Chevron Energy Solutions

The SDS is rated 12.47kV, 60Hz, three-phase, with a Basic Insulation Level (BIL) of 95kV, for use
on a 4-wire solidly grounded system. It has a continuous and load-interrupting rating of 300A
and an overload rating of 375A (125%) for 120 seconds. The unit thyristor valves have the
capability to withstand the surge current of 35 kA for one cycle and 8 kA Root Mean Square
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(RMS) symmetrical for fifteen (15) cycles. It was designed to operate with N+2 redundancy on
the thyristor valve devices. This allows the SDS to operate with two thyristor levels shorted out.
The overall efficiency is 99% or greater.
The SDS contains islanding and synchronization functions compatible with CERTS protocols.
This requires passive synchronization, without the need for external signals for islanding or
synchronizing.
Islanding operations are triggered by overvoltage, undervoltage, overfrequency and
underfrequency. There is also directional overcurrent, required by the utility, with current
flowing towards the utility grid programmed in the external protective relay that trips the main
12-kV utility breaker. These functions are coordinated with revised overvoltage, undervoltage,
overfrequency and underfrequency settings in the fuel cell inverters and PV inverters to ensure
that all renewable generation stays on line following an islanding transient. The protective
setting ranges and implemented values for islanding are listed in Table 3.
Table 3: Protection Settings for the Static Disconnect Switch
Protective Function

Device Setting Range

Implemented Value

105% – 115%

110%, 10ms (Fast)
115%, 2ms (Instantaneous)

Undervoltage

95% – 50%

80%, 10ms (Fast)
50%, 3ms (Instantaneous)

Overfrequency

60.1 Hz – 63 Hz

60.5Hz, 0.5ms

Underfrequency

59.9 Hz – 57 Hz

59.5Hz, 0.5ms

Overvoltage

Directional Overcurrent

0% – 500%

130%, 60 sec

Source: Chevron Energy Solutions

This SDS was installed in conjunction with bypass and isolation switchgear to allow for
servicing of the unit and shutdown in case of any failures.
2.2.1.5 Diesel Generator Upgrade
Santa Rita Jail has two 1.2-MW backup diesel generators. These diesel generators would operate
only when there was a utility power outage. As part of the Microgrid, the generators are now
operated to charge the battery if the battery has a low state of charge when islanded or if the
Microgrid fails. This significantly reduces the operation time of the diesel generators. The old
speed and voltage controls of the diesel generators were isochronous, meaning they maintained
a constant frequency and voltage over any real and reactive power output, within the
generators’ rated capacity. The controls were modified and upgraded to be CERTS compliant.
CERTS compliant means allowing voltage and frequency droop operation, similar to the
operation mode used when operating diesel generators synchronized with the utility grid. Since
controllers to operate reciprocating engine-generators synchronized to the utility grid are
readily available, off-the-shelf generator control equipment was used for the diesel generator
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control upgrades, avoiding the need for costly specially designed equipment. This is one of the
advantages of using CERTS; it simplifies the integration of renewable or large-scale energy
storage equipment with conventional generation.
The Santa Rita Jail backup diesel generators are not permitted by air quality regulations to
operate when utility power is available. When the microgrid islands due to a utility outage and
the diesel generators are called into operation, the generators synchronize with the microgrid
and operate in voltage and frequency droop mode (CERTS mode). In this mode of operation,
the kW output of the diesel generators is controlled by biasing the frequency droop curve,
without changing its slope, until the desired kW output is achieved. Again, this is similar to the
strategy used to control kW output of conventional generators when operating synchronized to
the utility grid.
To minimize the operating hours of diesel generators during a sustained utility outage, the
diesel generators are only called into operation when needed, i.e., when the battery state of
charge reaches a minimum island operation set-point. In addition, when operating in parallel
with the microgrid, the kW output of the diesel generators is set to operate close to its rated
output, where the operation is most efficient. However, by operating below rated output, there
is margin in the output for the diesel generators to share frequency and voltage control
functions with the battery per their respective voltage and frequency droop curves. The
generators transition back to isochronous control in the event the Microgrid is not operational
or when the battery is out service. In this case, the system operates just like a traditional backup
generation system – the utility power outage would cause a brief power outage in the facility,
followed by isochronous operation of the backup diesel generators.

2.2.2 Construction
Construction of the SRJ Microgrid project was completed in phases. First, a suitable location
within the secured correctional facility was chosen for installation of the energy storage and
generation system. The equipment included four containers approximately 40 feet in length,
each containing 500 kW of Lithium-Iron batteries weighing 24 metric tons; power conversion
system; 3-MVA transformer, static disconnect switch, Vista 4-Way Switch; and multiple
communication systems. Underground electrical infrastructure was installed along with
reinforced concrete foundation pads for the placement of equipment. Directional boring for
installation of underground electrical conduits from the site of the equipment to the Point of
Common Coupling (PCC) was performed during construction. Directional boring reduced the
impact of the construction to ongoing operation of the facility.
The battery containers along with all other equipment were installed and secured onto the
foundation pads with heavy rigging equipment with 250-ton lifting capacity (Figure 10). After
placing the equipment, all electrical conductors and communication wiring were installed.
Communication testing commenced after all infrastructure and equipment were installed.
Operation and communication testing then commenced confirming functionality of the
Microgrid system.
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Figure 10: Battery Container Being Lifted onto Foundation Pad

Photo Credit: Chevron Energy Solutions

2.2.3 Commissioning
Commissioning of the microgrid system was completed in three phases. First, the system was
studied through computer simulation in Power System Loadflow (PSLF) software. Next, the
CERTS functionalities were tested on the PCS at the factory before shipment. Finally, the
microgrid system was tested at the site with all the existing distributed energy resources.
2.2.3.1 Computer Simulations
Extensive system studies were performed to better understand the dynamic response of the
microgrid. A PSLF model of the Santa Rita Jail system that included dynamic models of the
battery system, diesel generators and rotating loads was completed. The PSLF model also
included a thyristor-based switch at the PCC (modeled as a switching element able to respond
in 10 milliseconds), and elements of the system that do not have a dynamic response to changes
in voltage and frequency like the capacitor banks, fuel cell, PV system, cables, static loads, etc.
See Figure 11. The PSLF model was verified with dynamic response tests performed during the
PCS factory acceptance test and during commissioning tests at the Santa Rita Jail site.
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Figure 11: Simulation of Starting Generators While Islanded (in Seconds)
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Source: Chevron Energy Solutions
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As an example, consider the transient when the two diesel generators are introduced to charge
the storage system while in island operation. In this case the storage autonomously moves from
maximum output of 2 MW to charging while increasing the island’s frequency by
approximately 1/4 Hz.
The top two plots in Figure 11 show the real and reactive power for the storage system, PV
systems, fuel cell, capacitor bank, and the diesel generators. The lower two plots are phase-a
current and voltage waveforms for the diesel generators and storage inverter. Before the diesel
generators are introduced the storage is discharging at 2 MW. At time = zero seconds (t=0), the
generators are connected. Once connected, the power transition between the battery and the
generators takes approximately one second. The power oscillations seen here are a result of a
non-zero load-angle during synchronization. The inertia of the diesel generator results in power
fluctuations as the power accelerates and decelerates as a function of the position, resulting in a
classical second-order response.
The synchronization process is evident from the relative blurring of the voltage waveform prior
to t=0 and subsequent alignment of the voltage waveforms after synchronization. The power
increase from the gensets and the subsequent reversal of power flow from the storage system is
also evident in these figures. These voltage wave forms also demonstrate the robustness of the
voltage controller during this event.
2.2.3.2 PCS Factory Acceptance Test
To ensure successful commissioning at the site, a complete test of the CERTS functions of the
PCS was performed at the factory before shipping. This factory acceptance test included both
island and grid-connected operation in CERTS mode. In island operation, the PCS operated
alone with a real and reactive power, load bank and in parallel with a diesel generator
operating in voltage and frequency droop mode. The simplicity of integrating CERTS-capable
inverters with other resources operating in voltage and frequency droop was apparent at the
factory acceptance test. An off-the-shelf diesel generator was integrated easily with a CERTScapable inverter. There were no complications other than appropriately setting the droop
voltage in the voltage regulator and the droop frequency in the engine governor. During the
factory acceptance test, the two sources appropriately shared real and reactive power with no
communication lines between the two. The speed at which the PCS adjusts its real and reactive
power output on islanding also was verified, within 20 milliseconds for both real and reactive
power.
The CERTS protocol allows seamless islanding because of the ability of a CERTS-capable
inverter to change its real and reactive power output upon sensing frequency and voltage
variations at its terminals. Seamless island tests without communication between the utility
interconnection breaker and the PCS were demonstrated at the factory acceptance test, even
when the PCS was required to change from discharge to charge mode or vice versa (i.e., from
positive to negative real power flow).
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2.2.3.3 Site Acceptance Test
The system also had to be tested at the site with all of the existing distributed energy resources
and the SDS. Once the PCS and the battery enclosures were installed and integrated, island tests
of the battery system and the fuel cell with a load bank were completed without including the
facility load. However, these tests did not yet include parallel operation of the Santa Rita Jail
diesel backup generation system. Once the battery had demonstrated reliable grid-connected
operation and island operation with the fuel cell and load bank, a whole-facility island test was
scheduled. This whole-facility island test had to be witnessed by local electric utility (PG&E)
representatives as part of the utility’s routine pre-parallel inspection process, which any
conventional generator must complete. At that point all of the protective functions required by
PG&E were successfully demonstrated and Santa Rita Jail was seamlessly islanded and
resynchronized with PG&E for the first time. Only after this had been completed could island
operation of the battery, in parallel with the facility diesel backup generation system, be tested.
The controls of the diesel backup generation system had previously been modified to allow
voltage and frequency droop operation. The diesel generators with their modified controls were
tested and appropriate real and reactive power sharing was demonstrated. This was done at
different transient conditions that included battery discharging and charging using diesel
generator power.

2.2.4 Measurement and Verification
Measurement and verification results are discussed in Chapter 3: Project Results.
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CHAPTER 3:
Project Results
3.1 Project Objectives: Results and Outcomes Summary
In this section the results and outcomes of the Microgrid project are summarized. Seven key
objectives were achieved during this project: (1) reduce facility peak load by 50% or more, (2)
reduce peak load of utility distribution feeder by at least 10% to 15%, (3) demonstrate the
commercial implementation of CERTS microgrid, (4) improve grid reliability, (5) demonstrate
the potential to provide grid ancillary services, (6) increase grid efficiency and security, and (7)
meet critical customer reliability requirements.
All of the project objectives were considered during the system design phase and incorporated
in the micorgrid design as implemented. The ability of the microgrid to meet all the project
performance objectives was tested during commissioning. The commissioning process is
summarized in Table 4. Since installation of the microgrid, the Santa Rita Jail site has not
encountered any unplanned outages; therefore, the site has not had the opportunity to collect or
measure real-world results.
Table 4: Project Objectives Summary

Project Objective
1. Reduce Facility
Peak Load by
50% or More

Demonstration / Commissioning
Test Methodology
Comparison of the Facility’s Peak
Load data prior to installation of
the Microgrid to the Peak Load
post-installation:
The microgrid’s system operation
was observed during a facility
peak load to confirm that the
distributed energy resources
could offset the peak load by 50%
or more.

Results
On average the facility’s peak load
each month is about 2 MW. The
microgrid’s 1 MW fuel cell is able
to reduce the site’s overall
demand by half. In addition to
the fuel cell, the 2 MW, 4 MWh
battery is programmed to dispatch
energy during the period from
noon to 6 PM, the same time that
the facility’s peak power load and
peak energy consumption occurs
each day.
Analysis of SRJ’s power quality
meters’ data confirmed that the
combined power output of all the
microgrid distributed energy
resources is able to offset the
facility’s peak power load by 95%
and the peak-time (noon to 6 PM)
energy consumption by 98% (see
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Figure 12).
2. Reduce Peak
Load of Utility
Feeder by 1015%

Comparison of the Utility Feeder’s
Peak Load data prior to
installation of the Microgrid to the
Peak Load post-installation:
Analyze historic data of the utility
feeder’s load and determine how
much the microgrid’s distributed
energy resources are able to
reduce the peak load on the feeder
by.

3. Demonstrate
Commercial
Implementation
of CERTS
Microgrid

Demonstrate and document that a
CERTS Microgrid of this size
could be designed, installed and
successfully operated in a real
world operational environment:
Demonstrate that an advanced
control system can be
implemented to monitor all of the
site’s different distributed energy
resources and to determine the
most economical way of
dispatching the battery.

Analysis of the data collected from
the utility (PG&E) of the feeder’s
peak load confirmed that the
microgrid is able to offset the
feeder’s peak load by 15% (see
Figure 15).

The Santa Rita Jail microgrid is the
largest CERTS microgrid
implementation in the world. The
project demonstrated that a
commercial implementation of a
CERTS microgrid is possible by
successfully installing a working
system at a real-world site.
The ability to monitor DERs and
dispatch the battery was proven in
commissioning and in daily
operation.
At a high-security environment
like SRJ, the staffs’ and inmates’
safety is a priority. A key benefit
of the microgrid is that it enhances
the facility’s security by providing
the site with a critical backup
power source. The impact that
this has on the site’s safety and
security is not currently
quantifiable.
In addition to the safety benefits,
the Microgrid’s battery is able to
reduce annual electric utility costs
by $110,000 by shifting the load
from peak periods to off-peak
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periods.
4. Improve Grid
Reliability

Demonstrate the microgrid’s
capability to improve the Grid’s
reliability through peak load
reduction.

The ability to reduce the utility’s
peak demand was proven in
commissioning (see Section 3.3.3).
The utility benefits from the
reduced peak power demand
because this reduces transformer
loss-of-life, extends equipment life
and, therefore, improves overall
grid reliability.

5. Demonstrate
Potential to
Provide
Ancillary
Services

Demonstrate the microgrid’s
capability to participate in a utility
demand response program.

Section 3.6 details the various
Ancillary Services the Microgrid
will support

Demonstrate excess power
generated on-site can be stored at
the facility rather than exported
back to the utility.

The ability to store excess power
generated by the DERs was
proven in commissioning.

Demonstrate the microgrid
storage component can be
dispatched on command.
Demonstrate the microgrid’s
capability to provide reactive
power and voltage control
support.
6. Increase Grid
Efficiency and
Security

7. Meet Critical
Customer
Reliability
Requirements

The ability to dispatch the storage
component on command was
proven in commissioning and in
daily operation.
The ability to provide reactive
power and voltage control was
proven in commissioning and in
daily operation.

Demonstrate that the microgrid
decreases the load demand on the
grid:

Reduction of demand on the
feeder is documented in Objective
2.

Decreasing the power flow
through the utility distribution
equipment leads to less utility
power losses.

Reducing the power flow also
reduces the losses on the grid.
Therefore the SRJ microgrid
increases the grid’s efficiency.

Demonstration that the facility
could island successfully and
seamlessly.

Successful islanding during
commissioning testing verified
that the system will react as
designed if a utility outage were
to occur (see Appendix E for
testing data).
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3.2 Objective One: Reduce Facility Peak Load by 50% or More
On average, the SRJ facility’s max demand each month is about 2MW. Between the 1MW fuel
cell and the 2-MW, 4-MWh battery, the microgrid is able to reduce the facility’s peak load by
more than 50% when compared to the load without these distributed energy resources. The
peak load time typically occurs during the afternoon. Since the 1MW fuel cell is run
continuously, the max demand of 2MW can be reduced by half at this time. In addition, from
noon to 6 P.M. the battery system is discharged to further reduce the max demand. These two
pieces are able to contribute to reducing the facility’s peak load by more than 50%. Figure 12
shows the SRJ microgrid’s on-site power generation on the day of July 17th, 2012 from noon to 6
P.M, the same time that the facility’s peak power load and peak energy consumption occurs
each day. The graph shows that the total contribution of the battery, fuel cell, and photovoltaic
system is able to reduce the facility’s peak power load by 95% (reduced from 1750 kW to 85 kW)
and the peak-time (noon to 6 PM) energy consumption by 98% (reduced from 10,221 kWh to
228 kWh) .
Furthermore, since the battery maintains the facility’s power during utility disturbances, the
fuel cell is now able to operate more reliably. Prior to installation of the microgrid, any loss of
facility power would cause the fuel cell to trip offline. Once tripped, restoration of the fuel cell
took up to 18 hours. The microgrid improves the availability of the fuel cell and this was
proved during the commissioning test shown in Appendix E.
Figure 12: Reduced Facility Peak Load
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Source: Chevron Energy Solutions

3.3 Objective Two: Reduce Utility Feeder Peak Load by 10 to 15%
The Microgrid project is able to reduce the peak demand of the utility distribution feeder by
15% with the use of new and existing distributed energy resources. The scope of the project
included installation of a 2-MW, 4-MWh advanced energy storage (AES or battery) system and
an overarching control system termed Distributed Energy Resources Management System
(DERMS). DERMS integrates the AES with the existing facility generation resources – a 1-MW
fuel cell, 1.2-MW solar PV system, 11.5-kW wind power system, and two 1.2-MW emergency
diesel generators. This section details the contributions of the individual distributed energy
resources to lowering the utility feeder peak load.

3.3.1 Advanced Energy Storage
The DERMS algorithms intelligently dispatch the 2-MW, 4-MWh battery system to maximize
the utilization of the AES during peak electric rate periods, which correspond to high feeder
demand loading. DERMS predicts the facility energy usage for the peak period, evaluates the
available AES capacity, and then discharges the AES power to minimize the facility demand
throughout the period which in turn reduces the feeder demand. Figure 13 is an example of the
AES operation during the summer peak period. Note that the kW measurements are negative
during the AES charge periods and positive during discharge.
Figure 13: Example AES Profile
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3.3.2 Fuel Cell, Solar Photovoltaic and Wind
The existing distributed energy resources also contribute to the reduction in utility peak feeder
loading. The fuel cell has a constant 24-hour output of approximately 900 kW. The solar PV
output varies with the solar irradiance. The peak PV power output does not necessarily
correspond with the peak utility feeder loading, however PV produces power at some level
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during higher feeder loading periods. The wind power output is also variable, but there is no
correlation to peak feeder periods. Since the diesel generators provide backup power when the
facility is islanded from the utility grid and are not used when the facility is connected to the
grid, they do not provide demand reduction advantages.
DERMS does not directly control the on-site generation of the fuel cell, solar PV or wind;
however, it does takes into account their availability and real-time output. DERMS adjusts the
AES operation schedule and on-peak output to minimize facility demands. Figure 14 is an
example of the fuel cell and PV output during a summer peak period. Note that the current
solar PV system is operating close to half of its installed rating of 1.2 MW. When the full system
is on line, the peak PV output would normally be closer to 1,000 kW.
Figure 14: Example Fuel Cell and Solar PV Profile
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3.3.3 Example of Total Demand Reduction on Peak Feeder Loading
To evaluate the actual impact of the facility’s distributed energy resources on the utility feeder
under peak loading conditions; a sample 24-hour period was analyzed. PG&E, a key partner in
the demonstration project, provided feeder demand data for one of the highest peak loading
days in August. The month of August, because of high ambient temperatures, is typically the
month when the peak yearly load for utility feeders occurs.
Figure 15 shows the impact that the Microgrid distributed energy resources has on the PG&E
San Ramon Circuit 2117, on August 13, 2012, a day when the feeder was under peak loading
conditions. PG&E San Ramon Circuit 2117 is the feeder that serves Santa Rita Jail. In the figure,
the purple line represents the load on the feeder when it has the support of SRJ’s Microgrid
distributed energy resource contributions and the blue line represents the feeder’s load when it
does not have the Microgrid distributed energy resource contributions. The figure shows that if
the Microgrid resources were not available, the feeder would have peaked at 14:45 with a
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demand of 13,395 kW. However, with the Microgrid resources available, the demand was
reduced by 2,023 kW or 15% of the total feeder load.
The individual distributed energy resources contributions are listed in Table 5. This example
day meets the goal of 15% peak demand reduction. If the solar PV was at full production, the
demand reduction may have been larger, but it is capped at the facility load. DERMS will
dispatch the AES to reduce the facility import to zero, but will not export power to the grid.
Figure 15: Example Peak Feeder Demand and Microgrid Impact
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Table 5: Distributed Energy Resource Contributions to Demand Reduction
Resource

Output

% of Feeder Demand

AES

792 kW

5.9%

Fuel Cell

894 kW

6.7%

Solar PV

337 kW

2.5 %

2,023 kW

15.1%

Total
Source: Chevron Energy Solutions

3.3.4 Additional Demand Reduction Opportunities
In addition to the distributed energy resources detailed in the previous sections of this report,
277 kW of tracking solar PV was installed after DERMS and the AES were commissioned. It is
not currently being monitored by DERMS, but could result in an additional 1%–2% of peak
demand reduction.
Furthermore, the utility could further lower its feeder loading by a demand response request
from the utility in return for compensation of the utility bill. The demand response could be
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accomplished in two ways: (1) the facility would change its AES dispatch strategy and set
discharge rate to meet the utility request, or (2) the facility could manually operate its load shed
system, a system that allows the facility to respond by shedding non-critical loads, decreasing
the facility demand.

3.3.5 Conclusions
The testing, commissioning and monitoring of the AES and DERMS confirmed that the new
system is able to utilize all on-site available generation sources to reduce the facility’s demand
during peak summer loading periods. The data and system performance will continue to be
analyzed to determine if the DERMS algorithm can better optimized to improve the utilization
of the AES and thereby further reduce the facility and utility feeder peak loading.

3.4 Objective Three: Demonstrate the Commercial Implementation of a
CERTS Microgrid
3.4.1 CERTS Microgrid Introduction
The Alameda County Santa Rita Jail Microgrid project is a commercial demonstration of a
Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) Microgrid. CERTS was
developed and is licensed by the University of Wisconsin. The Consortium is pioneering the use
of microgrids as an alternative method of integrating small-scale distributed energy resources
(DERs) into electric distribution networks. Traditional approaches were focused on safety and
would require DERs to instantaneously disconnect in the event of a system outage in order to
minimize the consequences on grid performance. By contrast, microgrids are designed to
operate independently. They usually operate connected to the grid, but can island from it if
necessary in order to maintain performance or to reduce cost. The focus of this report was on
Santa Rita Jail’s CERTS Microgrid and its ability to operate independently.
3.4.1.1 CERTS Microgrid System Objective
The CERTS Microgrid is a relatively new approach to integrating DERs. The conventional
approach to DERs is outlined in the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Draft
Standard P1547 for Distributed Resources Interconnected with Electric Power Systems and
focuses on ensuring that interconnected generators will shut down automatically if there is a
problem on the grid. By contrast, the CERTS Microgrid is designed to seamlessly island from
the grid and to automatically reconnect to the grid once a problem has been resolved. [11] The
Santa Rita Jail Microgrid has this ability.
3.4.1.2 CERTS Microgrid System Functionality
The SRJ Microgrid project integrated multiple generation resources located at the facility. These
resources include a 2-MW, 4-MWh advanced energy storage (AES or battery) system, 1-MW
fuel cell, 1.2-MW solar photovoltaic system, 11.5-kW wind power system, and two 1-MW
emergency diesel generators. Figure 15 is a one-line diagram of the Santa Rita Jail Microgrid
showing all of the generation resources. The Microgrid is controlled by an overarching control
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system, Distributed Energy Resources Management System (DERMS). When a disturbance to
the utility grid occurs, the automatic disconnect switch enables the SRJ Microgrid to island in
eight milliseconds or less at the point of common coupling (PCC). This would allow for all
generations and loads to stay on line. In the event that the Microgrid islands from the grid, the
frequency and voltage are controlled with the battery system in CERTS mode. If the grid
experiences an extended outage, the two 1-MW emergency diesel generators can come on line
to support the renewable generations. In this case, the frequency and voltage are controlled
with the battery and diesel generators in CERTS mode. Both the battery and diesel generators
are CERTS capable. The SRJ Microgrid complies with the CERTS requirements for frequency
droop, voltage droop, and passive synchronization.
Figure 15: Santa Rita Jail Microgrid One-Line Diagram

Source: Chevron Energy Solutions

Voltage regulation is necessary for reliability and stability when integrating large numbers of
DERs into a microgrid. The DERs can create a large amount of circulating reactive current
which can lead to voltage and/or reactive power oscillations. This problem is alleviated through
the use of a voltage vs. reactive power droop controller. As the current generated by the DERs
becomes more capacitive, the local voltage setpoint is reduced. Conversely, as the current
becomes more inductive, the voltage setpoint is increased. [11] The function of the basic
controller is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Voltage Setpoint with Droop

Source: Chevron Energy Solutions

When the microgrid is in island mode there can be slight errors in the frequency generation of
each inverter. After the microgrid separates from the grid, the voltage phase angle of each DER
changes resulting in a reduction of the local frequency. Figure 18 is an example of the power vs.
frequency droop control. In this example, two DERs have two different ratings of P1max and
P2max. A change in power demand leads to two different operating frequencies for these two
sources. When that happens, the two frequencies tend to drift towards a single overall lower
frequency value (f1). The droop control ensures that both systems are at rated power at the
same minimum frequency (fmin). Since droop regulation decreases the microgrid’s frequency, a
frequency restoration function must be included in each of the DER controllers. [11] The
frequency restoration function works by adjusting the power output and input controller of
each DER according to the droop curve to get the frequency back into a safe operating range.
The CERTS Microgrid at SRJ has a control system in place to protect against frequency droop.
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Figure 18: Power vs. Frequency Droop Control

Source: Chevron Energy Solutions

3.4.1.3 CERTS Microgrid Advantages
The CERTS protocol is a powerful tool for simplifying the integration of distributed generation
resources. It provides guidelines for the factory and site acceptance tests, and it allows for the
use of off-the-shelf generation control equipment.
A significant advantage for CERTS is that it allows asynchronous generation sources (inverters)
to integrate with and operate as synchronous generators. This allows DERs to behave similarly
to the large utility grid, allowing for generator sources to support the electrical demands in
frequency, voltage and power (real and reactive).
3.4.1.4 CERTS Microgrid Limitations
An inherent characteristic of a CERTS system is that the frequency is continuously shifting back
and forth; this leads the voltage source generators to continuously track this frequency. At Santa
Rita Jail, this characteristic led to trickle charge and discharge of the battery. Battery trickle
charge is less accurate in CERTS voltage-source mode than in current-source mode. It also leads
to issues with maintaining battery system control at 0% and 100% state of charge given this
continuous tracking of frequency.
3.4.1.5 CERTS Microgrid Scope, Components and Integration
In order to demonstrate a CERTS Microgrid that incorporates both large scale storage and
renewables this project required the use of custom designed software for the DERMS
component and custom built or specially modified hardware for major components other than
the Advanced Energy Storage components. The project also required significant engineering
effort in integrating the various components into a CERTS compliant system. In other words the
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commercial scale of this project required the breaking of new CERTS ground. This project
proved that a Microgrid developer can be equipment agnostic and in fact change technologies
mid-stream if required and still integrate and operate successfully.
Future projects following CERTS Microgrid specifications can result in significant cost savings
due to the simplified integration and the ability to be equipment agnostic; the developer is not
locked into any one manufacturer or technology. Additionally a CERTS Microgrid enables
CERTS-capable generators to interconnect without the need of a supervisory generator control
system. CERTS therefore not only offsets the cost of developing a real-time, highly
sophisticated software control system, but, by eliminating this element, improves the reliability
and operability of generators. In addition, the system can control distributed energy resources
to save utility costs as shown in section 3.4.2.3.
Given the current cost of large scale storage, a major component in this project, it appears the
most significant benefit of this CERTS Microgrid is security and reliability of the physical plant.
The dollar value of avoiding a blackout event even momentarily at a high risk facility such as
Santa Rita Jail is not quantifiable within the scope of this project. The saving from reduced
demand charges and participation in demand response programs potentials are documented
elsewhere in this report, but are currently seen as an adjunct benefit.

3.4.2 DERMS Introduction
The Alameda County Santa Rita Jail Microgrid project integrated multiple generation resources
at the facility. The unique mix of resources provided the jail with the opportunity to maximize
the operation of these resources utilizing innovative methods. One of the goals of the Microgrid
project was to ensure optimum usage of all available generation resources to minimize utility
costs. The scope of the project included installation of a 2-MW, 4-MWh advanced energy
storage (AES or battery) system and an overarching control system termed Distributed Energy
Resources Management System (DERMS). DERMS was designed and developed by Chevron
Energy Solutions. It integrates the AES with the existing facility generation of a 1-MW fuel cell,
1.2-MW solar PV system, 11.5-kW wind power system, and two 1-MW emergency diesel
generators. The DERMS has the capability to monitor all generation resources and incorporates
an innovative decision engine to determine how to economically dispatch the AES. This section
focuses on the DERMS decision engine and dispatch strategy of the AES.
3.4.2.1 DERMS System Objective
The DERMS algorithms evaluate the electric utility rates and available generation sources and
dispatch the AES to minimize demand and energy costs. The local electric utility rate structure
has both a demand (kW) and an energy (kWh) cost component. The rate is further broken down
into Time-of-Use (TOU) categories based on time of year and time of day. The most expensive
rate occurs during the summer peak hours and the least expensive rate occurs during the winter
off-peak or night hours. Additionally there is a monthly maximum demand charge. DERMS
recognizes the rate period the system is currently operating in and controls the AES based on
the following philosophy:
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Summer Peak: Reduce demand and energy costs



Summer and Winter Partial Peak: Manage TOU and monthly maximum demand costs



Summer and Winter Off-Peak: Minimize monthly maximum demand costs

3.4.2.2 DERMS System Components and Functionality
Innovative Decision-Making Engine
DERMS has a different dispatch strategy for each of the rate categories defined in Section
3.4.2.1.
For each time period, DERMS forecasts the energy usage for the period and the status of the onsite energy sources including the AES status. DERMS applies its innovative algorithm in
evaluating the multiple economic criteria of energy and demand costs and operates the battery
to minimize the monthly utility costs. In addition to the embedded forecasting and simulating
functionalities in DERMS, the system has a unique design feature as it continuously captures
actual real-time information from the metering and monitoring infrastructure. DERMS utilizes
this information in its battery dispatch decisions, ensuring that the actual realized operation is
as close as possible to the optimized simulated strategy.
Data Monitoring and Metering
DERMS monitors several points within the system to optimize the AES and other generation
utilization. The DERMS inputs are detailed below:
Power Flow at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC): The PCC is where the utility meter is
located. DERMS manages the facility demand and energy usage at this point.
Solar Photovoltaic Power Output: The photovoltaic power output varies with the solar
irradiance. DERMS predicts the solar photovoltaic output based on recent historical data and
updates the predicted solar output based on real time feedback.
Fuel Cell: During normal operation, the fuel cell power output is flat 1MW and supplies a
significant portion of the load. In the event of the fuel cell tripping offline, DERMS will adjust
the AES dispatch strategy to account for large change in generation availability.
Wind Power Output: The wind power output supplies a small percentage of the total system
load. It is monitored to give a more accurate view of the system operating conditions, but is not
used directly in the battery dispatching logic.
Battery State of Charge (SOC): DERMS uses the battery state of charge (SOC) to determine the
available capacity to charge and discharge based on generation sources, historical load date,
and time left in the current rate period.
DERMS Human Machine Interface (HMI)
There are several DERMS HMI screens that allow the operator to understand how the system is
operating real time and the performance and cost savings for the month.
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Figure 19 is a screen shot of the main system overview HMI screen. It shows the state of all of
the generation sources including the utility supply. The screen also shows the calculated utility
costs savings from the AES, fuel cell, solar photovoltaic and wind power for the month.
Figure 20 is a screen shot of the AES overview. The screen contains all of the information
DERMS uses to determine AES dispatch strategy. For example, in this overview the system is
operating in the summer partial peak morning (PPM) period with 1.63 hours remaining and
82.6% SOC. DERMS knows the monthly maximum demand and partial peak demand are
currently at 1066 kW and it will try to charge or discharge the AES as needed such that the
power flow at the PCC does not exceed 1066 kW.
Figure 19: HMI Screen of System Overview

Source: Chevron Energy Solutions
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Figure 20: HMI Screen of AES Overview

Source: Chevron Energy Solutions

3.4.2.3 DERMS Estimated Benefits
Based on the Santa Rita Jail facility’s historical load and generation profiles, the DERMS
algorithms estimate that installation of the AES and DERMS will reduce annual electric utility
costs by $110,000 (based on PG&E tariff E20P, effective March 1, 2012) just by shifting the load
from peak periods to off-peak periods. This estimate does not include savings provided by
storing excess power generation. Table 6 shows the rate categories under which the savings
would be captured. It is estimated that over 75% of the savings would be generated during the
summer period when rates are highest. The summer and winter energy savings are net of
savings from discharging the AES at peak or partial peak hours and costs of charging the AES
during off-peak hours.
Table 6: Savings by Rate Category
Rate Category

% of Savings

Summer Max Demand

15%

Summer Peak Demand

45%

Summer Partial Peak Demand

3%

Summer Energy

14%

Winter Max Demand

20%

Winter Partial Peak Demand

1%
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Winter Energy

2%

Source: Chevron Energy Solutions

3.4.3 Conclusion and Next Steps
The system cost including the Static Disconnect Switch and Battery systems was approximately
$12MM. This cost includes a significant portion which would not be bourne by subsequent
installations such as research and development and costs associated with the integration of
brand new technologies. The testing and commissioning of the AES and DERMS has confirmed
that the new system is able to utilize all available on-site generation sources to shift the facility’s
utility energy consumption from high cost periods to low cost periods. The facility data and
system performance will continue to be analyzed to compare the estimated savings with the
actual savings. That analysis will also help in recommending new DERMS setpoints, especially
the maximum and minimum AES SOC used in the dispatch algorithm. The current setpoints
leave a margin of capacity to account for the difference between the predicted and real-time
load and generation profiles and provide the AES available capacity to be used in the event of a
utility power outage. Refining these values will further optimize AES usage during the various
rate periods. Additional benefits recognized but not quantified are the costs benefits to SRJ by
avoiding outages and power quality events. These reliability related benefits may be
substantially greater than the savings realized by the Utility costs savings but are too
complicated for the customer to calculate and were therefore left out of this economic analysis.
Table 7 shows the cost of researching and developing the Microgrid plus the costs of acquiring
and installing the equipment (including the large scale storage system) and the control
mechanisms. It excludes the costs of the pre-existing renewable energy resources. The annual
costs savings are the result of utilizing the Microgrid in conjunction with those pre-existing
energy resources. With an estimated annual demand and energy cost saving of $110M, the SRJ
Microgrid project would have a payback period of 109 years.
Table 7: SRJ Microgrid Project Payback Period

Capital Cost of Microgrid Design R&D, Equipment, and
Installation

$12MM

DERMS Estimated Annual Demand and Energy Cost Savings
(Using the battery to shift the load from peak periods to offpeak periods)

$ 110M

Payback Period

109 Years

Facility Benefit of Seamless Islanding and Restoration

Not Quantifiable

Even though the microgrid project has a prolonged payback period, it should be remembered
that the Santa Rita Jail site is a high security location and maintaining energy integrity, i.e.
keeping the lights on via seamless islanding and restoration has precedence over energy cost
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savings. The dollar value of seamless islanding is not quantifiable within the scope of this
project
The testing and commissioning of SRJ’s Microgrid demonstrated the DER “plug-and-play”
capability of a CERTS Microgrid at a commercial site. The Microgrid was able to effectively
integrate its various energy resources and energy storage system. The project was also
successful in demonstrating the potential for large commercialization of CERTS Microgrids to
future target customers with demand for reliable power. The data and system performance will
continue to be monitored. Islanding and re-syncing of the Microgrid is infrequent and only
happens once or twice a year. These occurrences will be monitored and the system’s
synchronization and power sharing performance will be examined.

3.5 Objective Four: Improve Grid Reliability
The grid that SRJ is connected to is part of a 21kV planning area serving a mixture of
Residential, Commercial, Industrial and Agricultural loads. Typically, PG&E will utilize up to
95% of the Area Capacity before undertaking a project to increase capacity. The peak load for
the area will typically occur on the third or fourth consecutive day of heat during a hot summer
day and will typically last a couple of hours. The distribution system, during this time of stress,
undergoes an increase in loss of life for transformers and conductors operating at higher
temperatures. This increase in equipment loss of life is due to both the higher temperature and
the higher load. Equipment failures often occur during these times of high stress and the
likelihood of failure is exacerbated the more frequently the equipment undergoes these
conditions.
Utility peak demand was reduced by 15.1% (see section 3.3.3 for the data) which reduces the
likelihood of a utility outage caused by feeder overload. This reduction in the feeder’s peak
demand was achieved through the use of DERMS. Since DERMS has the ability to control all of
the site’s distributed energy resources, it therefore has the ability to dispatch the resources at
periods when it would most benefit the utility. In particular, the battery’s stored power can be
dispatched to offset the mid-day peak demand period. The utility is benefited by the reduced
peak power demand because this reduces transformer loss of life and extends equipment life
and therefore improving overall grid reliability.
In the future, grid reliability indices like System Average Interruption Duration Index and
System Average Interruption Frequency Index can be compared between grid planning areas
with and without Microgrid to better measure the benefits. Because SRJ has not yet experienced
a Utility outage, there is not sufficient data to track the grid reliability benefits. However, it is
believed that a better measure of grid reliability improvements will come from Utilities and
their experience with Microgrids.
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3.6 Objective Five: Demonstrate the Potential to Provide Grid
Ancillary Services
In addition to the utility cost savings calculated in Section 3.4.2.4, the new system provides
other potential benefits to the jail. Prior to the installation of the AES and DERMS, the utility
required a reverse power relay preventing the fuel cell and the photovoltaic system from
feeding power into the utility grid. If the on-site generation exceeded the load, the reverse
power relay would trip the photovoltaic system first and then the fuel cell. The fuel cell requires
18 hours to restart and ramp to full output during which time the facility would have to
purchase utility power. With the new system, the excess power can be used to charge the AES
and fully utilize on-site generation.
In addition, DERMS provides the jail with the capability of responding to utility demand
response requests. By owning a working microgrid system, Alameda County is able to
participate in the utility’s demand response program. There are instances when the utility may
want the SRJ facility to reduce their load demand on their feeder for specific periods of time.
The utility may contact the county and ask if they are able to help reduce their demand by
discharging their battery system. As an incentive for participating in the demand response
program, the county will receive a rebate on their monthly utility bill. The ability to participate
in PG&E’s demand response program is an ancillary benefit of the SRJ microgrid. Alameda
County is considering participation in PG&E’s demand response program, but as of the
completion of this project has not yet participated; therefore, there is no data available to
quantify the benefit of this ancillary service.
In addition to the demand response capabilities, the microgrid also has the ability to provide the
grid with reactive support. The battery’s power conversion system is capable of providing up
to 1.5 MVAR of reactive power/voltage support. Even though the facility does not have a need
to provide much reactive power support through the power conversion system, it has the
capability to provide additional reactive power support to the grid if needed.

3.7 Objective Six: Increase Grid Efficiency and Security
In general, electrical distribution equipment performs more efficiently when the equipment is
not being utilized near its rated capacity. The greater that a piece of equipment is being
utilized, the more inefficient it becomes. This is because the natural resistance of the equipment,
which is what causes system losses, the losses from these resistances is amplified when there is
a greater amount of current flowing through the equipment.
The addition of the SRJ microgrid has helped reduce the demand on the utility’s feeder. By
reducing the demand on the feeder, the microgrid is reducing power flow, and therefore losses,
on the feeder. With reduced power losses, the grid efficiency is increased.
During the project implementation it became clear that the Utility was not prepared to integrate
the SRJ facility’s SCADA system with the Utility’s SCADA system. The DOE and Chevron
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agreed to remove SCADA from the scope of the project objectives. Therefore, this project did
not address grid security.

3.8 Objective Seven: Meet Critical Customer Reliability Requirements
Customer Reliability Requirements were an important factor for why SRJ wanted a Microgrid.
Since the SRJ microgrid has been installed and commissioned, there have been no outages due
to grid instability. However, the SRJ Microgrid has been successfully islanded during
commissioning tests which verifies the system will react as designed if utility outages were to
occur. (See Appendix E for results.)
The main objective of the tests was to determine how the Microgrid would react to Utility
disturbances under a variety of changing scenarios for the Microgrid and the Facility. A Utility
disturbance was simulated by opening the voltage signal from the Utility to the SDS control
board. While islanded, a variety of scenarios, including simulating low and high battery state
of charges, were simulated in order to observe the diesels generators turn on, charge the battery
with diesel power and turn off when the battery reached a pre-set state of charge. While
islanded, the Microgrid is capable of charging the battery using the diesel generators if the
battery’s state of charge is too low. The Microgrid’s islanding operation was also tested with
and without the Fuel Cell, with and without the PV system and with the load shedding system.
During the early stages of testing it became apparent that the Facility’s existing load shed
system was not adequate. Some loads would trip when they didn’t have to and others would
stay on when they should trip. Separate from the DOE grant, but very important to the success
of the Microgrid, Alameda County contracted CES to upgrade their existing load shed system to
a more responsive and selective system. The results of the commissioning and testing were
very successful especially in regard to the Utility restoration. In each case, returning the voltage
signal to the SDS would simulate Utility restoration and the SDS would resynchronize and
close. These same tests were performed across the Main Breaker, M1, also with great success.
According to Santa Rita Jail Captain Bert Wilkinson in an interview prior to installation of the
Microgrid:
“With about 4,000 inmates housed in eighteen housing units, it is easy to understand that
any interruption in the electricity potentially puts our deputies in harm’s way. . . When the
lights go out because of a power outage, those few seconds it takes for our emergency
generators to bring the lights back on seems like an eternity to a deputy who is in the process
of moving inmates within the jail.”
During the commissioning process the entire facility was islanded a number of times.
Even though the staff had advance warning of the planned time for the islanding events,
they were not able to detect an interruption when islanding occurred. According to
Alameda County’s SRJ Microgrid Project Manager, Matt Muniz, in an interview following
the commissioning testing:
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"Reliability to us means: being able to maintain jail operations undisturbed by power
interruptions. Any disruption in jail electrical operations can have dire consequences.
The Microgrid’s islanding capability was tested and commissioned in the jail environment,
live and real-time. During testing, islanding was completely transparent; even though we
knew when islanding would occur, we didn't see the lights flicker and our sensitive
electronic equipment was not disturbed. This transparent disconnection/reconnection to and
from the main grid will eliminate those very risky blackout events that had occurred prior to
the installation of the Microgrid."
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CHAPTER 4:
Technology Transfer Activities
4.1 NREL (National Renewable Energy Laboratory)
The object of these reports was to model the microgrid and estimate potential cost savings, and
then to analyze data over a two year period of operation of the microgrid, in order to calculate
actual cost savings and compare to potential cost savings, and suggest potential operational
strategies to further reduce energy costs at the jail. See Appendix A. There are two NREL
documents, one examining the system performance during the year 2012 and another for the
year 2013 which also compares the differences between the two operating years.

4.2 IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)
The Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) Microgrid concept
captures the emerging potential of Distributed Energy Resource (DER) using an automatous
plug-and-play approach. The sources can operate in parallel to the grid or can operate in island,
providing high levels of electrical reliability. The system can disconnect from the utility during
large events (i.e., faults, voltage collapses), but also may disconnect intentionally when the
quality of power from the grid falls below certain standards. CERTS Microgrid concepts have
been demonstrated at the Alameda County Santa Rita Jail in California. See Appendix B for
paper published on IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid, Vol 5, No. 2, March 2014.

4.3 LBNL (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
The extent to which that jail is capable of islanding is principally dependant on the energy
capacity of the battery—is one focus of this investigation. Also presented are overviews of the
DER currently installed at the jail, as well as the value it provides by offsetting the purchase of
electricity under the current Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) tariff. See Appendix C for document
published by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, “Integration & Operation of a Microgrid
at a Santa Rita Jail.”

4.4 University of Wisconsin-Madison
The issues addressed in this report are related to the problems resulting from a mixed system.
In this case a mixed system implies a mixture of CERTS compliant components such as the
storage and the gensets working together with fuel cell and PV sources which cannot contribute
to the control of voltage or frequency. Basically in island operation these sources depend on the
storage to regulate voltage and frequency in addition to load tracking. See Appendix D for
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paper published by the University of Wisconsin-Madison, “Studies on the Santa Rita Jail CERTS
Microgrid.”
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CHAPTER 5:
Lessons Learned and Conclusions
As a demonstration project it is important to share the key findings and lessons learned that
arose during the project for future systems to improve upon their design, integration or
performance. The testing, commissioning and operation at Santa Rita Jail has proven CERTS to
be a powerful tool for simplifying the integration of distributed energy resources. Only minor
modifications in the existing diesel backup generation systems were needed to allow it to
operate in parallel with the CERTS-capable battery. The voltage and the frequency at the
terminals of the equipment provide all the communications required for the system to operate
and share real and reactive power between conventional generation and the large-scale energy
storage system appropriately. This characteristic of the CERTS protocol not only adds
simplicity, but also improves reliability. When functions beyond simple sharing of real and
reactive power are required, like charging or discharging of the large-scale energy storage
system at a certain level, at a certain time, these are achieved with simple programming and low
speed communication between off-the-shelf hardware designed to control conventional
generation that needs to be part of the generation system anyway. This results in lower
integration cost and lower communication/control hardware and software cost compared to
systems that do not use the CERTS protocol and droop operation, and require sophisticated,
high-speed communications among the different elements of the system.
In a Microgrid system that has so many functions, an overarching control system such the
Distributed Energy Resources Management System (DERMS) employed on this project is an
important component, even when CERTS-capable distributed energy resources can operate
without necessarily having communication among them. DERMS should include an archive
system to provide the information needed to make continued improvements on the system. For
this project, the DERMS records information including energy consumption by feeder, real and
reactive power flow, power quality monitoring, and battery condition. After reviewing archived
information, the settings that control grid-connected and island operation were adjusted to
improve the benefit the battery provides to the facility. There is still much to be learned about
maximizing the benefit that a battery system can provide. The DERMS archive system will
continue to provide information to support additional improvements.
The SDS was used as a fast disconnection point from the PCC, however, until utilities are more
familiar with SDSs and standards are further developed for their use as PCC disconnection
devices, conventional equipment like electromechanical breakers and conventional protective
relays will continue to be used to satisfy utility interconnection requirements for Microgrids.
On the battery side, the integration of the battery enclosures and PCS has to be carefully
managed. The Battery Management System (BMS) that manages and monitors the condition of
the batteries in the battery enclosures needs to communicate with the PCS to report state of
charge (SOC), charge and discharge limits, malfunctions, alarms, etc. It may be a challenge to
achieve reliable communication in the noisy environment created by fast switching power
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electronics in the PCS and it made copper communication wiring impossible. Fiber optic
communications to the batteries and to the PCS was needed. The battery system in this project
is made up of many individual cells. The BMS must balance the charging and discharging of the
individual cells. Annual recalibration and balancing of the cells are required to access the full
kWh capacity of the Battery Systems. Also, accurate SOC reporting is key in a battery system
that is charged and discharged daily for rate arbitrage, but also needs to leave energy available
for power quality functions. SOC reporting is based on DC Voltage for the high and low ends of
the charge. However, in the middle operating range, kWh must be monitored to accurately
calculate SOC.
In order to enhance the system performance and reliability in island mode, a new load shed
system was installed at the facility. The previous system only allowed the high priority loads to
remain online when separated from the grid. The new scheme will maximize the connected
loads that can be supported by available generation, which is the entire facility in most cases.
This is made possible by the added ability to add or shed individual loads, solar photovoltaic,
fuel cell, and diesel generation based on the battery state of charge. It is critical to keeping the
battery operating with safe margins and to ensure the reliability of the Microgrid island
operation, especially at high and low battery state of charge. The system will also have
traditional frequency-based shedding. In grid-connected mode, the system has the ability to
accept an external load curtailment command as a part of a utility demand-side management
program.
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APPENDIX E: Testing and Commissioning
Full MicroGrid System Commissioning - 3/27/13 (Day 1)
DESCRIPTION:
Final commissioning of load shed system. Testing grid-connected, island, emergency and outage modes.
Yellow highlights indicate where a load shed or outage may occur. Red text indicates where a load shed or outage will occur.

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES (RP):
Chevron Energy Solutions (CES) – Jay McCaa, Eduardo Alegria
Santa Rita Jail (SRJ) – Dan Lichtenberger
Encorp – Don Clover

OUTAGE RESTORATION PLAN
1. On standby in front of generator with flashlight; Reset relay; Reset HMI alarm
2. At PCC, open M1, close bypass switch, close test switches to relay, close M1
3. BEI on standby to manually close M2

PROCEDURE

1) Verify following pre-testing system conditions:
 Battery system is online and operating in DERMS mode.
 PCS is operating in voltage source mode and remote
Rev. Date: 3/20/13

Target Start
Time

7:30 A.M.
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Actual
Start Time
8:20

RP
Verification

Comments/Additional Actions
Performed
DERMS operating in manual mode
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Fuel cell is online
All test switches closed at IEM panel
Motor pack is connected to bypass switch
SLC Master Enable/Disable is ENABLED
Battery SOC between 50 – 85%

Battery SOC = 86%

ISLAND MODE TESTING (Duration ~30 Minutes)

8:24
8:30 A.M.

2) Verify bypass switch is closed and isolation switch is open.
3) Place bypass and isolation switch in remote control.

8:24

4) Start Static Disconnect Switch (SDS) from HMI.

8:24

5) Verify isolation switch closes and bypass switch opens.

8:24

6) Place SDS in remote control.

8:24

8:26 - Added step: Trip battery to
ensure SDS will bypass itself;
Battery connection restored and
SDS started

7) Simulate grid outage by removing grid side voltage signal. (12)

8:40

SOC = 82%

9:00

Retested at 9:00

8:40

8:40 - PV1 and PV2 shed, then PV2
added backed but not PV1

8) Verify microgrid successfully islands.
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9) Open voltage signal to SEL 351 and UPC (TSM1A – G, H, I; TSM1B
– G, H, I; TSUPC G, H, I).

9:00

9:00 – PV did not shed

8:40

8:40 - Jump to Step 54C

9:00
10) Verify M1 stays closed.

8:40
9:00

ISLAND MODE HIGH AND LOW STATE OF CHARGE (Duration ~120
Minutes)

9:05

11) Verify the following Island Mode settings at the SLC:
□ SOC Delay timers (all 4) are 10 seconds
□ Lo Battery SOC Level, Shed C Loads is 23%
□ Lo Lo Battery SOC Level, Shed B Loads to 21%
□ Hi Battery SOC Level, Add B Loads is 27%
□ Hi Hi Battery SOC Level, Add C Loads is 29%
□ Battery SOC Level, Shed PV to 88%, 90%, 92%, and 94% for
the four inverters
□ Battery SOC Level, Add PV to 80%, 82%, 84%, and 86% for
the four inverters.

9:00 A.M.

12) In ISaGRAF, Encorp to force the battery state of charge level to
91%. (22G)

9:05

13) Verify PV1 and PV2 are shed.

9:05
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On HMI display, PV output appears
to ramp down instead of
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instanteous shed.

14) In ISaGRAF, Encorp to force the battery state of charge level to
70%. (2G2)

9:06

15) Verify PV are added.

9:06

16) Verify the Diesel starting setpoint is at a Battery State of Charge
Level 25% and the turn off setpoint is at a Battery State of
Charge Level of 60%.

9:14

17) Read Battery SOC. If SOC is more than 60%, closely monitor
actual SOC in steps 18 – 25.

9:35

SOC = 74%

18) In ISaGRAF, Encorp to force the battery state of charge level to
24% (22A)

9:36

Limited to 20%

PV output ramps up once enabled

9:41 – Ramped to 40%
Manually ramp up diesel generator to Max Generator %.
9:42 – Ramped to 50%; chiller
brought online to increase facility
load
10:00 – Ramped to 70%
19) Verify the following:

9:36

□ Diesel generators come online at the same time.
□ Verify loads, PV and Fuel Cell are not shed.
□ Verify 32 relay does not trip the diesel generator and both
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stay online when in island mode with the battery online.
Read power flow values to confirm.
□ Verify load sharing across diesel generators.
□ Verify Generator 1 KW display on SLC HMI
20) In ISaGRAF, Encorp to force PCS battery KW charge rate to be
higher than the Max Battery Charge Rate setpoint.

9:50

When diesel gen output at 52%,
battery reached max charge rate

21) Verify diesel geneators decrease output such that the PCS
battery charge rate equals the Max Battery Charge Rate.

9:50

Diesel gen output oscillated b/w 47
– 52% to maintain charge rate

22) In ISaGRAF, Encorp to force the battery state of charge level to
65% (2A2)

10:05

Actual SOC entered ~80%

23) Verify diesel generators shut down.

10:05

23A) In ISaGRAF, Encorp to force the battery state of charge
level to 24% (22A)

10:16

Max generator output set to 70%

Automatically ramp up diesel generator to Max Generator %.
23B) Verify the following:

Gen 1 came online slightly before
Gen2

□ Diesel generators come online at the same time.
□ Verify loads, PV and Fuel Cell are not shed.
□ Verify 32 relay does not trip the diesel generator and both
stay online when in island mode with the battery online.
Read power flow values to confirm.
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Ramped to 67% before controlling
output of battery. Diesel gen
output oscillated b/w 65 – 68% to
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□ Verify load sharing across diesel generators.
□ Verify Generator 1 KW display on SLC HMI

maintain charge rate

23C) In ISaGRAF, Encorp to force the battery state of charge
level to 65% (2A2)

10:20

23D) Verify diesel generators shut down.

10:20

24) Put diesel generators in manual mode to avoid restarting during
island mode testing.

10:26

25) In ISaGRAF, Encorp to force the battery state of charge level to
22% (22A2B )

10:34

26) Verify ALL enabled C loads are block shed after 15 seconds and
no B loads are shed.

10:34

27) Verify alarm “Island Mode, Battery Capacity Lo, Shed C Load” is
received.

10:34

28) In ISaGRAF, Encorp to force the battery state of charge level to
20% (2B2C)

10:38

29) Verify ALL enabled B loads are block shed after 15 seconds

10:38
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30) Verify alarm “Island Mode, Battery Capacity Lo Lo, Shed B Load”
is received.

10:38

31) In ISaGRAF, Encorp to force the battery state of charge level to
28% (2C2B)

10:39

32) Verify alarm “Island Mode, Battery Capacity Lo Lo, Shed B Load”
clears.

10:39

33) Verify B loads sequentially added in 10 second steps.

10:40

34) In ISaGRAF, Encorp to force the battery state of charge level to
30% (2B2A2)

10:40

35) Verify alarm “Island Mode, Battery Capacity Lo, Shed C Load”
clears.

10:40

36) Verify C loads sequentially added in 10 second steps.

10:40

ISLAND MODE – LOSS OF COMMUNICATION TESTING (Duration
~30 Minutes)

10:45

Alarm has to be cleared from HMI
before loads add back

11:00 A.M.

37) Put diesel generators back in automatic mode.
38) In ISaGRAF, Encorp to force the battery state of charge level to
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24%.
39) Verify both diesel generators come online.

10:45

40) Simulate loss of communication with the battery and SLC.

Day 2

41) Verify the system goes into local control and loads and Fuel Cell
do not shed. Verify PV sheds.

Day 2

42) Restore communication with battery and verfiy the system
operating mode returns to “island Mode” and PV is added.

Day 2

43) Charge battery to 75% SOC.

Day 2

ISLAND MODE TO EMERGENCY MODE TRANSITION TESTING
(Duration ~30 Minutes)

11:10

44) Simulate battery outage by turning off battery at battery HMI.
(2A3)

11:30 A.M.

Contact FCE Global Technical Assistance Center (GTAC 1-800326-3052) to notify initiation of HSBY.
45) Verify the following:
□
□
□

11:10

Fuel Cell, PV and C loads shed
A and B loads do not shed
M2 breakers open
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It appeared Gen1 remained online
and Gen2 tripped; B and C loads
shed; isolation switch opened
Gen 2 relay was reset and it
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□
□
□

SDS bypass switch closed
M1 breaker opens
Diesel Generator switches to isochronous mode

automatically restarted; B loads
restored
CES to look at PQ meter data to
determine sequence of events

45A) Manually prepare system for grid reconnection
□
□
□
□
□

11:25

Put synchronizer in manual
Manually open M1
Put bypass switch in local, close bypass, put back in
remote
Put synchronizer in auto
Put SDS in local, stop SDS, verify ISO switch opens

46) Simulate grid restoration by reconnecting grid side voltage
signal at SDS.

11:25

47) Simulate grid restoration by reconnecting voltage signal at SEL
351 and UPC (TSM1A – G, H, I; TSM1B – G, H, I; TSUPC G, H, I).
(31C1)

11:25

48) Verify M1 breaker closes to dead bus.

11:37

49) Verify facility resynchronizes across M2 breakers

11:43
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Synchronizer did not count down;
system not in auto; breaker flag
needs to clear to place the allowing
the system to be placed in auto
before M1 can close
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50) Verify diesel generators turn off.

11:43

51) Start battery in voltage source mode.

11:55

52) Verify PV and Fuel Cell are enabled at SLC.

11:43

53) Start SDS from SDS HMI.

12:14

54) Verify isolation switch closes and bypass switch opens.

12:14

LUNCH 12:00 -1:00

Inadvertent outage while restoring
SDS.

12:00 P.M.

ISLAND MODE TO GRID CONNECTED MODE TRANSITION TESTING
(Duration ~15 Minutes)

X

Step not required b/c this was
tested earlier

1:00 P.M.
54A) Simulate grid outage by removing grid side voltage signal.
(12). Verify microgrid successfully islands.
54B) Open voltage signal to SEL 351 and UPC (TSM1A – G, H, I;
TSM1B – G, H, I; TSUPC G, H, I).

X

54C) Simulate grid restoration by reconnecting grid side voltage
signal at SDS.
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54D) Simulate grid restoration by reconnecting voltage signal at SEL
351 and UPC (TSM1A – G, H, I; TSM1B – G, H, I; TSUPC G, H, I).
(31C).

8:52

54E) Verify SDS should closes when the voltage, frequency and
phase are in windows. Record time to synchronize.

8:52

1 minute for Grid OK to sync; 1
minute to sync
Jump to step 10

ISLAND MODE TO OUTAGE MODE TO EMERGENCY MODE TRANSITION
TESTING (Duration ~45 Minutes)

Day 2
1:15 P.M.

55) Simulate grid outage by removing grid side voltage signal. (12)

56) Verify microgrid successfully islands.

Day 2

57) Open voltage signal to SEL 351 and UPC (TSM1A – G, H, I; TSM1B
– G, H, I; TSUPC G, H, I).

Day 2

58) Verify M1 stays closed.

Day 2

59) Simulate battery outage by simulating loss of communicatoin
between emergency gen and battery GPC. The entire facility
will experience an outage. This step should occur at 1:30PM.
(24)

Day 2
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60) Verify the following:
□ Battery is shutdown
□ System is operating in Outage Mode
□ ALL B and C loads were block shed
□ Fuel Cell and PV are disabled
□ M2 breakers open

Day 2

61) Verify first diesel generator comes online and all A Loads are
restored. (43A)

Day 2

62) Verify second diesel generator comes online and all B loads are
sequentially added in 2 second steps (3A3)

Day 2

EMERGENCY MODE TESTING – ONE UNIT TRIP (Duration ~15 Minutes)

Day 2

63) Simulate one diesel generator trip by manually shutting off
generator. (33A)

2:00 P.M.

64) Verify B loads shed.

Day 2

RESTORE SYSTEM TO NORMAL OPERATING POSITIONS (Duration ~15
Minutes)
64A) Manually prepare system for grid reconnection
□
□
□

Day 2

2:15 P.M.

Put synchronizer in manual
Manually open M1
Put bypass switch in local, close bypass, put back in
remote
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□
□

Put synchronizer in auto
Put SDS in local, stop SDS, verify ISO switch opens

65) Simulate grid restoration by reconnecting voltage signal at SEL
351 and UPC (TSM1A – G, H, I; TSM1B – G, H, I; TSUPC G, H, I).
(3A1C1)
66) Verify M1 breaker resynchronizes to the grid.

Day 2

67) Verify facility resynchronizes across M2 breakers.

Day 2

68) Verify diesel generators turn off.

Day 2

69) Start battery in DERMS mode. (1C1)

Day 2

70) Start Fuel Cell.

Day 2

71) Start SDS from SDS HMI.

Day 2

72) Put SDS in remote control.

Day 2

PROCEDURE IS COMPLETE @ 2:30 P.M.
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Full MicroGrid System Commissioning - 3/28/13 (Day 2)
DESCRIPTION:
Final commissioning of load shed system. Testing grid-connected, island, emergency and outage modes.
Yellow highlights indicate where a load shed or outage may occur. Red text indicates where a load shed or outage will occur.

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES (RP):
Chevron Energy Solutions (CES) – Jay McCaa, Eduardo Alegria
Santa Rita Jail (SRJ) – Dan Lichtenberger
Encorp – Don Clover

OUTAGE RESTORATION PLAN
1. On standby in front of generator with flashlight; Reset relay; Reset HMI alarm
2. At PCC, open M1, close bypass switch, close test switches to relay, close M1
3. BEI on standby to manually close M2

PROCEDURE

Target Start
Time

12:30

1) Verify following pre-testing system conditions:





Battery system is online and operating in DERMS mode.
PCS is operating in voltage source mode and remote
Fuel cell is online enabled
All test switches closed at IEM panel
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Actual
Start Time

10:00 A.M.
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Verification

Comments/Additional Actions
Performed
SOC = 70%
Jump to Step 26
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 Motor pack is connected to bypass switch
 SLC Master Enable/Disable is ENABLED
 Battery SOC between 50 – 85%
GRID MODE – LOSS OF COMMUNICATION AT PCS GPC

1:20
10:15 A.M.

2) Verify bypass switch is closed and isolation switch is open.
3) Place bypass and isolation switch in remote control.

1:20

4) Start Static Disconnect Switch (SDS) from HMI.

1:21

5) Verify isolation switch closes and bypass switch opens.

1:21

6) Place SDS in remote control.

1:21

7) Remove LON connection at PCS GPC

1:27

8) Verify following:

1:27

 PCS is disabled after 10 seconds
 SDS shuts down and bypasses itself

SDS is not able to see the
command to bypass when it loses
comm.
Encorp to update code and retest.
Code updated and tested.
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ISLAND MODE – LOSS OF COMMUNICATION AT SLC TESTING

1:41
10:45 A.M.

9) Start Battery PCS.
10) Start Static Disconnect Switch (SDS) from HMI.

1:42

11) Verify isolation switch closes and bypass switch opens.

1:42

12) Place SDS in remote control.

1:42

13) Simulate grid outage by removing grid side voltage signal.

1:44

14) Verify microgrid successfully islands.

1:44

15) Open voltage signal to SEL 351 and UPC (TSM1A – G, H, I; TSM1B

1:44

Audible horn on event.

– G, H, I; TSUPC G, H, I).

1:44

16) Verify M1 stays closed.

17) In ISaGRAF, Encorp to force the battery state of charge level to
24%.
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x

18) Verify both diesel generators come online.

19) Simulate loss of communication with the battery and SLC.

1:49

20) Verify the system goes into local control and loads and Fuel Cell

1:49

do not shed. Verify PV sheds.

Step not required to test loss of
comm functionality

System didn’t shed PV; HU RTU
went to local but SS/LS went
offline; Fuel Cell did not shed; SLC
was off
After CES/Encorp discussion, this
functionality was deemed
unneeded and was removed.

1:55

21) Restore communication with battery and verify the system
operating mode returns to “Island Mode” and PV is added.
22) Restore actual battery SOC. Verify diesel generators shut down.

x

Step not required to test loss of
comm functionality

1:58

23) Simulate grid restoration by reconnecting grid side voltage
signal at SDS.

1:58

24) Simulate grid restoration by reconnecting voltage signal at SEL
351 and UPC (TSM1A – G, H, I; TSM1B – G, H, I; TSUPC G, H, I).
(31C1)
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25) Verify SDS resynchronizes to grid.

1:59

LUNCH

11:30 – 12:00

ISLAND MODE– LOSS OF COMMUNICATION AT DIESEL GEN GPC

12:30
12:00

26) Verify SDS is closed and battery is fully available.
27) Simulate grid outage by removing grid side voltage signal.

12:37

28) Verify microgrid successfully islands.

12:37

29) Open voltage signal to SEL 351 and UPC (TSM1A – G, H, I; TSM1B

12:37

No audible horn on event.

– G, H, I; TSUPC G, H, I).
12:37

30) Verify M1 stays closed.
31) Simulating loss of communication between emergency gen and
battery GPC. This step will cause and outage and should occur
at 12:30PM.

12:45
12:30 P.M.

12:45

32) Verify the following:
□
□
□

Pulled comm for 4 seconds then
restored to verify delay

PCS is disabled after 10 seconds
System is operating in Outage Mode
ALL B and C loads were block shed
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□
□
□

Fuel Cell and PV are disabled
M2 breakers open
Confirm isolation switch does not open
12:45

33) Verify first diesel generator comes online and all A Loads are
restored. (43A)

12:45

34) Verify second diesel generator comes online and all B loads are
sequentially added in 2 second steps (3A3)
EMERGENCY MODE TESTING – ONE UNIT TRIP

12:52
1:00 P.M.

35) Simulate one diesel generator trip by manually shutting off
generator. (33A)

12:52

36) Verify B loads shed.
RESTORE SYSTEM TO NORMAL OPERATING POSITIONS

12:56

37) Manually prepare system for grid reconnection
□
□
□
□
□
□

Put synchronizer in manual
Manually open M1
Put bypass switch in local, close bypass, put back in remote
Reset breaker by turning the breaker to the close position.
Verify red flag on control switch.
Put synchronizer in auto
Clear relay targets
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□

Put SDS in local, stop SDS, verify ISO switch opens
12:57

38) Simulate grid restoration by reconnecting grid side voltage
signal at SDS.

12:57

39) Simulate grid restoration by reconnecting voltage signal at SEL
351 and UPC (TSM1A – G, H, I; TSM1B – G, H, I; TSUPC G, H, I).
(31C1)

40) Verify M1 breaker closes to dead bus.

12:58

41) Verify facility resynchronizes across M2 breakers

1:04

42) Verify diesel generators turn off.

1:04

Jump to Step 2

43) Start battery in DERMS mode. (1C1)
44) Start Fuel Cell.
45) Start SDS from SDS HMI.
46) Put SDS in remote control.

PROCEDURE IS COMPLETE @ 1:30 P.M.
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